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REPLY COMMENTS OF APCO INTERNATIONAL
The Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International, Inc. (APCO),1
submits these reply comments to the Public Notice seeking comment on a waiver request filed by
the Illinois American Water Company (ILAW).2 ILAW requests a waiver to share use of
800 MHz public safety frequencies and that it be deemed situationally eligible to use 700 MHz
public safety frequencies.3 APCO does not offer a position on whether ILAW has demonstrated
that a waiver is warranted or that it should be deemed eligible for the proposed use of 700 MHz
frequencies. APCO offers these reply comments to encourage the Bureau to preserve its strict
standard for reviewing requests to share public safety spectrum for the present case and future
requests.
APCO appreciates the opportunity for public review of ILAW’s request and the Bureau’s
work to ensure protections for public safety spectrum are not compromised unless strict criteria
are met. As the Bureau has explained, an “applicant seeking a waiver faces a high hurdle and
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must plead with particularity the facts and circumstances that warrant a waiver.”4 Similarly, for
determining a nongovernmental organization’s eligibility to use 700 MHz frequencies under
Section 90.523, the Bureau has set a high bar by requiring a detailed showing that, among other
things, the organization provides services, the sole or principal purpose of which are to protect
the safety of life, health, or property, and that it will use the spectrum solely for transmission of
communication essential to providing such services.5
Mere assertions that agreement has been reached and shared use of the spectrum would
be beneficial are insufficient to meet these standards of review. Public safety agencies depend on
reliable, interference-free access to spectrum to protect life and property. With state and local
budget constraints and evolving spectrum policies that potentially reduce access or threaten
interference to public safety spectrum, agencies face increasing challenges to build and maintain
mission critical communications systems. The Commission and Bureau must continue to ensure
that adequate public safety spectrum exists and that interference would not be caused to
incompatible services.6 Given the high standards that must be met, applicants seeking waivers
and determinations of eligibility to use public safety spectrum must plead facts that support their
applications clearly and with particularity.
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